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Throne kingdom at war gameplay german

This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. We welcome you to the legendary world of thoughtful Kings, the Great Lords and the empty Heroes. Walk the route attracting city builders and warlords! Installing warrior soldiers faithfully in gambling shield shields. Place strong orders and show you perhaps to players from all over the world. A
glorious victory in the bloody battle for supremacy in government and the cruel struggle for the ancient Throne is just a fraction of all the adventures that await you on the fears of the ruling ground. From the moment you start the game, the atmosphere of a medieval city in a vast Government, bold parades, battles and ancient wealth will take you on a
memorable journey. My God, your vassal is waiting for your order! Throne: The government at War is free to play. You can buy in-game currencies in exchange for real money. It gives you the ability to buy a variety of stimulations and stuff that will make your game experience more dynamic and exciting. Game features:- Access to free mode- Graphics
graphics and high-grade sound-pressing into multiple languages- You can create your own Orders or join a dynamic real-time battle with players from around the world- Some military classes to choose from: knighthood, spearmen, revolving, cavalry, siege, scout- Shields, weapons and other equipment made for your Warriors search and assignments with
valuable rewardWe are constantly improving the app, making it better and more entertaining. You can also help us send you your feedback and suggestions. Support: Policy: terms of use August 3, 2020 Version 4.8.1 Introduce updates that will improve the game and increase stability!- General optimization has increased application stability. Play and emerge
victorious! I love this game a lot. I've also put in most of the money into it. Some of the little things I want will be different to the playing games. The upgrade time after lvl 20 is very ridiculous. Week! Even months!! that's crazy. And when I bought the pack I used almost half of that boost to complete that upgrade and then there was more to the same waiting
time. Thank you for sharing the experience in your game with us. There are many ways to achieve success and take victory in the game. Don't forget that your Ordermen can help you a lot, so feel free to ask More experienced Lords for advice. Remember you can win a lot of boosts to participate actively in the Championship. We hope you succeed! I love this
game, but have some serious issues. One was the frequency that I received a server connection message failed in the middle of play. This often happens, and most times my internet connection is Problem... meaning it's at the end of Plarium. Another, perhaps related, the issue is that when a new version is introduced, you can't play until you update to the
latest version! Today, I've been trying to update for 7 hours, and every time an Apple app store says there's a new version, but won't update me! This is very disappointing in a real-time multiplayer war game like this, as I'll probably be slaughtered while I'm being refused entry! Aside from these two main issues, I love the game, and especially many recent
improvements. If Plarium upgrades their servers, I'll be excited! Thanks for the feedback! Please contact our specialists via email: throne.support@plarium.com. Describe your situation in detail and they will help you to find a solution. Do not forget that we warn our players about future maintenance. You can find this information in our official Facebook
community: Have a good day! I'm probably playing too much, but I've invested a few bucks into it. Even if you don't spend a little (you will) on the pack, the creators of the game are generous enough with prizes and bonuses. With a bit of commitment, you can progress quickly and become a great player in your government. It didn't take long to learn the
system and thankfully it wasn't too cluttered. Good and overall graphics, the game goes well. I have matched Plarium and they always responded well over a reasonable period of time. I'm looking forward to seeing what new expansion they see in future versions. Thank you for sharing your game experience with us! If you have any suggestions, please let us
know about them. We are always happy to hear your ideas. Enjoy the game! The developer, Plarium LLC, indicates that app privacy practices may include the handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies:
Purchase Of User Information Identifies Data Other Data May be collected and linked to your identity: Purchased Diagnostic Data Identifier Information Other Data Privacy Practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More of this App App Support Privacy Policy is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. We
welcome you to the legendary world of thoughtful Kings, the Great Lords and the empty Heroes. Walk the route attracting city builders and warlords! Installing warrior soldiers faithfully in gambling shield shields. Place Strong Orders shows you may be to players from all over the world. A glorious victory in the bloody battle for supremacy in government and
the cruel struggle for the ancient Throne is just a fraction of all the adventures that await you on the fears of the ruling ground. From the moment you start the game, the atmosphere of the medieval city in Bold parades, battles and ancient wealth will take you on an unforgettable journey. My God, your vassal is waiting for your order! Throne: The government
at War is free to play. You can buy in-game currencies in exchange for real money. It gives you the ability to buy a variety of stimulations and stuff that will make your game experience more dynamic and exciting. Game features:- Access to free mode- Graphics graphics and high-grade sound-pressing into multiple languages- You can create your own Orders
or join a dynamic real-time battle with players from around the world- Some military classes to choose from: knighthood, spearmen, revolving, cavalry, siege, scout- Shields, weapons and other equipment made for your Warriors search and assignments with valuable rewardWe are constantly improving the app, making it better and more entertaining. You can
also help us send you your feedback and suggestions. Support: policy: Terms of Use: Introduces updates that will improve the game and increase stability!- General optimization has increased the stability of the app. Play and emerge victorious! This game is one of the best of that kind with nice graphics and polished functionality. Where it gets old quickly is
the 'pay to win' aspect. It is possible to play for free or without spending a lot of money at all but 'MMO consistence' gets worse and worse as you flaten. Some research studies take months to complete. Thank you for your feedback. There are plenty of good bonus items and Boosts that you can receive to participate actively in the Championship. There are
also several ways to reduce the time it takes to upgrade, such as using Hero Equipment, Townscape Items and so on. We hope you to find your own strategy and achieve success! I found Throne much slower than I expected. The pictures on the App Store have I hope that this will have some RTS-style battles; but, unless that shows further down the track,
there is no such thing. There are signs of characteristics that may have become vaguely attractive at higher levels, but only after 30+ improvements that are already over 2 hours in length. If you want me to spend money on your game, I would highly recommend giving me a reason to like it in the first place, With an indication that it might get better, but I'd be
foolish to waste my time flatting the long way. Great job with visuals, there are some nice high quality there. But deep into many animated menu items begged me to click on them and take me to look at some pages of stores or others. I didn't find any bugs and it feels like I've achieved what you want to do. So well done for that at least. But very confusing
with in the store. None of them matched my experiences in playing games, besides art style. Thank you very much for your interest in our game and your detailed reviews. Commercials are made to represent the same genre and game specifics. Also it shows the atmosphere of the medieval world. So we're very happy to hear all your ideas about the game.
Make sure our developers will have a thorough thought about those features. Stay tuned! The developer, Plarium LLC, indicates that app privacy practices may include the handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other
companies: Purchase Of User Information Identifies Data Other Data May be collected and linked to your identity: Purchased Diagnostic Data Identifier Information Other Data Privacy Practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More App Support Privacy Policy
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